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Where do you go from the end of the line? This is the question facing Kathy Woodbridge as she steps off the
bus in the port city of San Pedro, California. Nineteen years old, from Louisiana, she is running away from
her past. There's a lot to run away from.

What do you do when there's no one to do for? That's what Lacey Greer wants to know, with her only child
off at college. When Kathy gets a job at the office where Lacey works, she can tell that Kathy's in trouble.
Lacey's husband advises her to stay out of it--but what's she supposed to do, buy a rocking chair?

Set in San Pedro, Baton Rouge, and New Orleans in the early seventies, Pacific Avenue explores themes of
love, belonging, helpfulness, hope, forgiveness, reconciliation, interracial marriage, and healing from the
trauma of war. At the end of the line, will Kathy find a way to return home?

---

Anne L. Watson, a retired historic preservation architecture consultant, is the author of several novels, plus
books on such diverse subjects as soapmaking and baking with cookie molds. Anne has lived at various
times in New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and San Pedro, California, the settings of "Pacific Avenue." She
currently lives in Friday Harbor, Washington, in the San Juan Islands, with her husband and fellow author,
Aaron Shepard, and their cat, Skeeter.

---

CHAPTER 1

I chose a window seat on the Greyhound, but I didn't look out. For almost the whole trip, I stared at the
rough tan upholstery of the seat in front of me. It had a rip on one side and three dark stains.

A woman settled into the aisle seat. She raised her footrest, but it clunked back down. When I glanced her
way, she caught my eye and smiled. "How do you make these things stay put?" she asked.

I meant to answer -- the words were lined up in my mind. But before I could say them, they slipped apart like
beads when the string breaks. I gave up and studied the seat cover again. Still tan, still ripped, still stained.
The next time I looked, the woman was gone.

Evening came, but I didn't use my reading light. Late at night, awake in the breathing dark, I imagined
running my fingers over the seat back, erasing the stains, mending the seam. In the morning, I almost
believed I could fix it. So, I took care not to touch it, not to find out for sure.

In the afternoon, the bus left the freeway and crept through downtown traffic. I turned then, and peered
through the mud-spattered window. As far as I could see, Los Angeles was a city of warehouses. I sank back
into my seat.

When we reached the station, I claimed my suitcase and dragged it through the waiting room to the street.
Outside I found blank walls and empty sidewalks. No direction and no one to ask.



Well, I ran away from college, then from New Orleans, and then Baton Rouge. Is it too soon to run away
from here?

The traffic light at the end of the block turned green, and cars passed me by. When a city bus stopped and
opened its doors, I climbed on. I couldn't think what else to do.

I paid the fare and took a seat near the front. Even though I pulled my suitcase aside, it poked out into the
aisle. More people piled on at every stop, and all of them had to squeeze past it. I expected everyone to glare,
but nobody gave me a second glance.

The bus started, stopped, started again. We passed through neighborhoods with trees and shops. The crowd
thinned as passengers got off, going home. Should I get off too? No, not here. Where? Next stop, no, the one
after. No, not that one. Every stop would be a whole different life, a different second chance.

Choose, choose. I couldn't. I rode till the bus pulled over and parked.

"Seventh and Pacific, San Pedro, Port of Los Angeles," called the bus driver. He turned to me and added,
"End of the line, Miss."
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From reader reviews:

Eric Ray:

Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to read? May be the book with the headline Pacific
Avenue suitable to you? Typically the book was written by well known writer in this era. The book untitled
Pacific Avenueis the main one of several books which everyone read now. This particular book was inspired
a lot of people in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimensions that you ever
know just before. The author explained their concept in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily
to be aware of the core of this publication. This book will give you a large amount of information about this
world now. To help you to see the represented of the world within this book.

Patsy Hall:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With examining you can
get a lot of information that can give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world may
share their idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their reader with their
story or their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the guides. But also they write about the data
about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young
ones, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their
proficiency in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write to their book. One of them is this
Pacific Avenue.

Roger Bennett:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always try to and must have the extra time or they will get lot of stress
from both daily life and work. So , once we ask do people have spare time, we will say absolutely of course.
People is human not really a huge robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity do you have when the
spare time coming to an individual of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading ebooks. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, often the book you have read is
usually Pacific Avenue.

Alejandro Colon:

Is it a person who having spare time and then spend it whole day simply by watching television programs or
just lying down on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Pacific Avenue can be the respond to,
oh how comes? The new book you know. You are so out of date, spending your free time by reading in this
brand-new era is common not a geek activity. So what these books have than the others?
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